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A B S T R A C T

Experiments as well as theoretical calculations indicate that point defects in the amorphous SiO2 layer of
electronic devices as well as in optical fibers are responsible for numerous stability and reliability phenomena,
including noise, hysteresis, bias temperature instabilities and decreasing transmission efficiency. In addition to
the well-known oxygen vacancy, hydrogen related defects such as the hydrogen bridge and the hydroxyl-𝐸′

center have gained a considerable amount of attention in the recent past, as they are suspected to negatively
influence the device performance by capturing charge carriers from e.g. both Si and SiC substrates in field
effect transistors. Here, we present a thorough ab initio study of these oxide defects and develop a unified
description of electron and hole capture processes in a single multi-state model, supported by a comprehensive
analysis of various defect parameters like relaxation energies, charge transition levels, (meta-)stability and
transition barriers. We show that a single oxide defect can have two different trap levels for both electron
and hole capturing processes, which might be the cause of anomalous device degradation phenomena. Based
on its low formation energy compared to other defect types, we find that the hydroxyl-𝐸′ center is the most
promising defect candidate to explain charge capture processes in Si/SiO2 systems. Furthermore, we argue
that the reduced effect of positive bias temperature instability (PBTI) observed in MOS devices compared to
its negative counterpart (NBTI) can be explained by the locations of the hydroxyl-𝐸′ centers charge transition
levels.
1. Introduction

Over the last decades, amorphous silicon dioxide (a-SiO2) has
played a major role in the fields of optics and electronics, being heavily
used in industry as an optical fiber or as the gate oxide of metal–
oxide–semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) respectively.
As these devices can be produced in ever smaller dimensions, driven
by the ongoing progresses in processing technologies, reliability issues
are determined by atomic point defects, which are able to trap charges
from the substrate or gate during operation. Even though defects in a-
SiO2 have been the focus of many theoretical and experimental studies
in the past [1–7], many open questions concerning the intricate defect
dynamics still remain, as investigations in this amorphous material are
highly challenging because each single point defect is expected to be-
have differently, yielding individual defect ‘‘footprints’’. In particular,
it is understood that the same defects can be involved in both hole
and electron trapping process as visualized in the state diagram of a
single hydrogen bridge (HB) defect in three charge states, including
metastable configurations, in Fig. 1. Furthermore, due to transitions
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between stable and metastable defect configurations in the same charge
state, defects may stay electrically inactive for a long time (even
months) [8], which highlights the complexity of the involved defect
dynamics and requires sophisticated models to be fully understood.

Although SiO2 in scaled electronics has been steadily replaced by
HfO2 as the gate oxide due to its higher permittivity, even in ultra-
scaled devices there is still a thin layer of SiO2 present due to the
oxidation of the Si surface by excess oxygen atoms during film growth
and due to Si diffusion into the film [9,10]. Defects in this interfacial
layer have a particularly strong impact on the device degradation
because of their close proximity to the device channel and therefore
often dominate the degradation [11] which motivates further investi-
gations in SiO2. While the hole trapping mechanism has already been
examined at some depth using a four-state defect model [4,12–14]
where the charge transfer reactions are characterized by a nonradia-
tive multi-phonon (NMP) process while the thermal reconfigurations
were described using transition state theory, a consistent description
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Fig. 1. Schematic state diagram of a hydrogen bride (HB) defect in the three charge
states neutral (1 black), positive (2 red) and negative (3 blue). 0 (gray) denotes a
precursor configuration with a preexisting oxygen vacancy and a H at an interstitial
position before a HB defect is formed. Possible transitions between defect configurations
in the same charge state are shown as full lines, transitions involving charge carrier
exchange as dashed lines. Direct transitions between positively and negatively charged
defects are theoretically possible but rather unlikely to occur as will be demonstrated
in Section 3.5. Note that there also might be transitions outside of this state diagram,
e.g. the hydrogen can also get detached from the defect, move to an interstitial position
and subsequently form a new HB at a different position in the oxide.

including the electron trapping process is still missing. In addition to
the various configurations of the well-known oxygen vacancy (OV) [3,
15,16], which is unlikely to change its charge state in scaled Si devices
due to its low charge trapping level (⟨𝐸T⟩ − 𝐸V(Si) ∼ 3 eV) [17–19]
but is suspected to be responsible for hole trapping in SiC devices [20],
hydrogen related defects in SiO2 have gained a lot of interest in the
recent past in both electronics [12,21–23] as well as in optical fibers,
where H is known to introduce losses by forming hydroxyl groups in the
silica [24,25]. This is primarily because hydrogen is not only present
during many fabrication processes but is also deliberately introduced
in semiconductor devices during a forming gas anneal in order to
passivate Si dangling bonds at the interface, which would otherwise
drastically reduce the channel mobility and the ON/OFF ration of the
device [26–29]. However, once introduced, hydrogen easily diffuses
through the oxide [30–32] and can trigger detrimental reactions within
the amorphous SiO2 network, creating new defect types suspected to
have charge transition levels (CTLs) near the band edges of Si and SiC
substrates [12,20,33]. For example, H can create point defects in SiO2
like the hydroxyl-𝐸′ center (H-𝐸′) [21,34,35], where a hydrogen at-
taches to and eventually breaks an already strained Si–O bond, thereby
forming a hydroxyl group. Hydrogen can also interact with preexisting
defects, e.g. by forming an active hydrogen bridge from an oxygen
vacancy [15,36–39].

The schematic potential energy curves (PECs) of an oxide defect in
three different charge states including metastable configurations are
shown in the context of a Si/SiO2 band diagram in Fig. 2 containing
the trap levels 𝐸T and the relaxation energies 𝐸Relax. The corresponding
states from Fig. 1 are aligned with the local minima of the PEC. Hereby,
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of the Si substrate act as charge reservoirs. Nonradiative charge
capture events are expected to occur over the crossing point of two
2

energy curves in the classical high temperature limit. The hole trapping
mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 (left) where the defect is initially neutral
with equilibrium energy 𝐸0. By trapping a hole from the VBM, the
defect becomes positively charged, which corresponds to a local energy
minimum of the positive PEC 𝐸+, and subsequently relaxes to a new
stable configuration by overcoming a small thermal barrier, depicted
as the transition state (TST). This process corresponds to the transitions
1 → 2′ → 2 as also illustrated in Fig. 1. The same concept can be applied
to the electron trapping mechanism as shown in Fig. 2 (right).

In addition to the PECs in the various charge states, which deter-
mine the transition probabilities, we will also calculate the formation
energy 𝐸Form of each defect with respect to their precursor atomic
configurations to estimate the concentration of each type. Based on
these results, we show that of all defect candidates considered here
the H-𝐸′ center is expected to have the largest concentration in SiO2.
We improve the accuracy of previously published defect parameters
concerning hole trapping [19,35] by performing density functional
theory (DFT) cell relaxations to release the internal stress of our a-
SiO2 structures before calculating the defect properties. To analyze
the PEC of the defects, we examine the relaxation energy 𝐸Relax for
the charge transitions 0/+, 0/−, +/0 and −/0 as well as −/+ and
+/− and calculate the CTLs with respect to the VBM of SiO2 for each
kind of defect. We show by transition barrier calculations that a Si,
fivefold coordinated with four O and one H, is a ground state of the
H-𝐸′ in the negative charge state. This ground state exhibits charge
transition levels for electron trapping far below the CBM of a Si bulk,
which can explain the reduced electron trapping in Si based MOS
devices leading to phenomena like bias temperature instability (BTI)
compared to the much more pronounced hole trapping. We calculate
energy barriers for different charge transition processes employing the
harmonic PEC approximation, showing that a charge transition −/0
(+/0) is energetically always favored compared to a −/+ (+/−) tran-
sition. Metastable defect configurations are discovered and analyzed
by statistical evaluation of the total energy differences between stable
and metastable configurations and the energy barriers for a transi-
tion between them. Distinct CTLs of multi-state defects are correlated
against each other to give an explanation for different charge trapping
timescales of single defects. Furthermore, correlations of a defect's CTL
with its structural properties and formation energy are investigated to
analyze the impact of the theoretically calculated trapping ability on
the actual device performance. This theoretical study offers a statistical
insight into defects in SiO2 aiming to describe hole and electron capture
processes in a unified multi-state defect model.

2. Methodology

In the following we present our computational setup as well as the
methods used to obtain the results in this work in detail.

2.1. DFT setup

All DFT calculations were carried out in a single structure of a-SiO2
containing 216 atoms with three-dimensional periodic boundary con-
ditions applied to the system. The calculations were performed using
the Gaussian plane wave (GPW) method as implemented in the CP2K
code [40]. We use the Goedecker–Teter–Hutter (GTH) pseudopoten-
tials [41] in combination with a double-𝜁 Gaussian basis set [42] and
employ an energy cutoff of 800Ry for the plane wave expansion of the
electron density. To accurately calculate the electronic structure and to
minimize the errors of electronic state calculations in the bandgap of
the defect system, the non-local hybrid functional PBE0_TC_LRC [43]
was used for all calculations. We additionally use the auxiliary basis
set pFIT3 to mitigate computational costs of calculating the Hartree–
Fock exchange [44]. The total energy of the system was converged
self-consistently up to 2.7 × 10−6 eV. Energy barriers were calculated
with the climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB) [45]
employing the PBE functional and using 7 intermediate images each.
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Fig. 2. Schematic potential energy curves of a four-state oxide defect as a function of the configuration coordinate 𝑄𝑖 for the +/0 (left) and −/0 (right) charge transitions in the
context of a Si/SiO2 band diagram. The stable and metastable configurations states are denoted according to the state diagram in Fig. 1. The harmonic approximation is shown as
a transparent line for the stable configurations with the relaxation energies 𝐸Relax and the trap levels 𝐸T for all investigated charge transitions depicted as the according energy
differences. The crossing point of two energy curves in different charge states according to the nonradiative multi phonon model is shown as a star while classical transition states
(TST) for charge conserving transitions are depicted with a diamond. By applying a bias, the energy levels can be shifted against each other.
2.2. SiO2 structure creation

20 amorphous SiO2 structures containing 216 atoms were created
by simulated melting and subsequent quenching of 𝛽-cristobalite as
already successfully carried out in previous publications [12]. This
specific SiO2 polymorph was used as its density (2.33 g cm−3) is closer
to a-SiO2 (2.2 g cm−3) compared to 𝛼-quartz (2.65 g cm−3). Molecular
dynamics (MD) as implemented in the LAMMPS code [46] was de-
ployed using the classical ReaxFF potential [47], calibrated towards
Si/SiO2 systems. This force field was proven in previous publications
to be an excellent choice due to its ability to dynamically break and
form bonds [22]. We employed the Verlet algorithm to propagate the
system in time using a time step of 0.1 fs. The system was heated up
above its melting point to 5000 K and kept at this temperature for
full randomization and afterwards cooled down to 0 K at a rate of
6 K ps−1. The obtained structures were further relaxed within DFT to
reduce internal forces to 0.025 eV/Å. Additionally, the cell parameters
were also allowed to change during relaxation to remove any residual
mechanical stress in the structures (down to 0.01 GPa). This cell re-
laxation improves the soundness of the defect calculations compared
to our previous works where structures were stills slightly strained.
Geometry optimizations in different charge states 𝑞 were performed
on the structures using the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS)
algorithm [48–51].

2.3. Structural analysis

The distributions of the Si–O bond lengths and the O–Si–O and Si–
O–Si angles across all 20 structures created with our setup are shown in
Fig. 3. Bond lengths (1.63±0.02Å) and angles (O–Si–O = 109.47±4.26 ◦

and Si–O–Si = 143.41 ± 13.2 ◦) are in the same range as previous DFT
calculations [5] and are in good agreement with high-energy X-ray and
neutron diffraction measurements [2,52]. The average mass density of
the structures is 2.17 g cm−3, which also agrees well with experimental
data for SiO2 thin films on Si [53]. The following defect calculations
were carried out on a single structure characterized by structural
parameters consistent with the distribution over all 20 structures. For
this structure, all Si atoms are fourfold coordinated with O and all
O atoms are twofold coordinated with Si. Its structural parameters
are shown as blue bins in Fig. 3. In a-SiO2, characteristic geometrical
distances like bond lengths cannot be measured directly by X-ray
diffraction, as Bragg’s law cannot be applied in amorphous materials.
Nonetheless, the structure factor 𝑆 [54], which gives information about
3

the short-, medium- and long-range order of an isotropic material, can
Fig. 3. Distributions of geometrical parameters of 20 amorphous SiO2 structures
created with molecular dynamics and cell optimized with density functional theory. The
blue bins represent the parameters of the structure used for further defect calculations.

Fig. 4. Structure factor 𝑆 as a function of the scattering vector 𝑄 of the structure used
for defect calculations compared to 𝑆 from neutron scattering experiments [55]. The
location of the peaks is in excellent agreement for the whole 𝑄 range.

be extracted by X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments as a function
of the scattering vector 𝑄. The comparison of 𝑆 of our structure to
experimental neutron scattering data in SiO2 [55] is shown in Fig. 4.
𝑆 shows good agreement over the entire 𝑄-range. Based on these
structural agreements to experiments, we conclude that our final SiO2
models are a reasonable representation of real a-SiO .
2
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Fig. 5. Band diagrams of Si/SiO2 (left) and SiC/SiO2 (right) systems with an estimated
tolerance of the band alignments schematically shown as colored bars according to
differing literature values and DFT band gap corrections. Experimental values are shown
as solid lines, dashed black lines are values calculated with DFT, dashed colored lines
denote the energies of the band edges used in this work to investigate the interaction
with defect levels.

2.4. Energy alignment

One major problem when comparing DFT results to experiment is
the uncertainty in the energy offsets. Literature values of the VBM band
offset of SiO2 and Si from spectroscopy experiments are in the range of
4.3 to 4.7 eV [56–58], depending on the measurement techniques used
and the sample growth conditions. In the following, we set the Si/SiO2
VBM band offset to 4.5 eV for all calculations involving the electronic
structure. The crystalline silicon (c-Si) band gap was calculated using
our standard DFT setup and is slightly overestimated to 1.38 eV while
the SiO2 band gap was underestimated to 8.1 eV compared to the well-
known values (1.1 eV for Si and 8.9 eV for SiO2). The discrepancy to
measured band gaps of Si crystals and SiO2 oxides is caused by the
employment of the PBE0_TC_LRC hybrid functional for our calculations,
which tends to systematically overestimate band gaps of semiconduc-
tors and underestimate band gaps of insulators [59]. For the SiC/SiO2
system, experimental and DFT values for the VBM band offset range
from 2.2 to 2.9 eV above the SiO2 VBM [60–62], depending on the
processing and annealing condition and the orientation of the interface.
Based on these various literature values, we set the VBM offset to 2.7 eV
with a band gap of 3.3 eV for 4H-SiC [62] in the following. When
discussing the interaction of calculated oxide defect levels with the
band gap of a substrate, the before-mentioned corrections and resulting
uncertainties of the presented energies always have to be considered.
This uncertainty is schematically depicted as a colored tolerance bar of
±0.4 eV around the band edges in Fig. 5. For the sake of simplicity, we
will only show the defect properties calculated with DFT without any
error bars in the following.

3. Results

Here we analyze the three defect types OV, HB and H-𝐸′ and show
a statistical analysis of their formation energies, relaxation energies,
energy barriers and charge transition levels to validate a generalized
multi-state defect model. The transitions between stable and metastable
defect configurations are studied by calculating corresponding energy
barriers. Furthermore, 𝐸Relax and CTL are used to model the potential
energy curves of the defects and to estimate energy barriers for charge
transitions based on the harmonic potential energy surface approxi-
mation. We finally show correlations between defect properties and
structural parameters of the corresponding precursor site. Recently,
the impact of oxide defect properties like CTL, ERelax and the defects
distance to the interface were discussed and linked to charge trap-
ping processes in SiC MOSFETs [20] for different temperatures and
gate voltages and to time dependent defect spectroscopy (TDDS) [8]
experiments in pMOSFETs for hole traps [63] according to the NMP
model.
4

Table 1
Mean and standard deviation of characteristic distances (Si–Si for the OV, Si–H for the
HB and Si–O for the H-𝐸′) of relaxed unpuckered defects OV (𝑁 = 124), HB (𝑁 = 131)
and H-𝐸′ (𝑁 = 92) in different charge states.

Defect: 𝑞 = 0 [Å] 𝑞 = +1 [Å] 𝑞 = −1 [Å]

OV: 2.43 ± 0.09 2.93 ± 0.21/4.27 ± 0.33 2.60 ± 0.28
HB: 1.46 ± 0.01 1.59 ± 0.08 1.46 ± 0.04
H-𝐸′: 1.61 ± 0.01 1.77 ± 0.03 1.61 ± 0.04

3.1. Defect types

In the following, the three analyzed defect types OV, HB and H-
𝐸′ are discussed for the three charge states 𝑞 = 0, +1 and −1. The
defects are shown for these charge states with their electron distribu-
tion around the defect site at an isovalue of 0.05 e/Å3. Initial structures
comprising one OV were created by removing a single oxygen within
the cell. For the HB, an oxygen atom was replaced by a hydrogen atom.
The hydroxyl-𝐸′ center defects were created by placing a hydrogen in
the direct vicinity of a bridging O atom at a distance of 1 Å. For all
defects, the geometry of the structures was optimized by DFT. First, the
positively charged entity of the initial defect configuration was calcu-
lated. The resulting structure was subsequently used as a starting point
for a geometry optimization in the neutral charge state, followed by a
relaxation in the negative charge state. These procedures were repeated
for all 144 oxygen sites in the structure to create 144 different initial
defect configurations of each defect type in different charge states.
For all three kinds, a number of initial defects spontaneously relaxed
to puckered configurations [12], where a silicon atom moves through
the plane of its three adjacent oxygen atoms, sometimes backbonding
to another O atom. These configurations correspond for example to
states 1′, 2 and 3 of the HB as shown in Fig. 1. Additional puckered
configurations were created by forcing a relaxed defect structure to
a puckered configuration and subsequently relaxing it with our DFT
setup.

3.1.1. Oxygen vacancy
An OV for charge states 𝑞 = 0, −1 and +1 is shown with its

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) (positively charged) or
its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) (neutral and negatively
charged) localized at the defect site in Fig. 6(a–c). In the neutral state
(a), the HOMO is shared between the two silicon atoms to form the so-
called dimer configuration, whereas in the positive charge state (b) the
electron is localized on a single Si atom and forms a Si dangling bond.
This configuration is known as a paramagnetic 𝐸′ center and is the
most common dangling bond in a-SiO2 [15,16]. In addition to the Si–Si
bond in the neutral charge state, this electron is shared almost equally
within an anti-bonding orbital between the two Si atoms [64]. For
the negatively charged OV, the respective HOMO is localized at both
adjacent Si atoms. From the numerous possible configurations with a
missing oxygen as discussed in [39], only the dimer (or unpuckered)
and the puckered configuration, which account for more than 95% of
all relaxed defects, will be analyzed in this work to allow for efficient
characterization of the defect parameters. The average Si–Si distances
of the relaxed OVs including the standard deviation are shown in
Table 1. For 𝑞 = +1, two different unpuckered defect configurations
were found. First, one of the silicon atoms has a dangling bond (Si–
Si distance of 4.27 ± 0.33Å, 37 of all relaxed defects) and the second
where the electron is shared between two silicon atoms similar to the
neutral dimer configuration (Si–Si distance of 2.93 ± 0.21Å). Most of
the positively charged puckered OVs are lowered in energy when a Si
atom finds an O in its vicinity where it can backbond to. The charge
trapping properties of puckered and unpuckered OVs have also been
studied across Si/SiO and Si/SiO /HfO interfaces in [65,66].
2 2 2
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Fig. 6. Example of an unpuckered oxygen vacancy in different charge states with the
respective highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) (blue) shown for the neutral
(left) and negative (right) charge state and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
LUMO (red) for the positive charge state (middle) at an isovalue of 0.05 e/Å3.

Fig. 7. An example hydrogen bridge in different charge states with its highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) (blue) or lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) (red)
at an isovalue of 0.05 e/Å3. Charge states from left to right: neutral, positive, negative.

3.1.2. Hydrogen bridge
A hydrogen bridge can form when a hydrogen atom moves into a

preexisting oxygen vacancy [36,67]. A typical HB in three charge states
is shown in Fig. 7(a–c) with its HOMO in neutral and negative and its
LUMO in positive charge state localized at the defect site. For 𝑞 = 0
and 𝑞 = −1, the hydrogen atom is bonded to one of the two silicon
atoms, whereas for the positive charge state the resulting H is nearly
centered between. The average Si–H bond lengths for the unpuckered
configurations are shown in Table 1 for all three charge states. Similar
to the OV, a positively charged puckered configuration is lowered in
energy when backbonded to a fourth O atom.

3.1.3. Hydroxyl-𝐸′ Center
A hydroxyl-𝐸′ center forms, when a hydrogen atom gets attached

to an O while breaking an elongated Si–O bond [22] and thereby
forms a hydroxyl group. The H atom is then bound to an O atom
with an adjacent dangling bond at a threefold-coordinated Si atom. An
example of a typical H-𝐸′ is shown in Fig. 8 in the neutral (a) and
positive charge state (b). Most of the 144 initial configurations with
a hydrogen close to a bridging oxygen relaxed into a H-𝐸′ center in
the neutral charge state, while 5% reconfigured into a geometrically
similar but metastable defect, the so-called [SiO4/H]0 centers [22].
Both Si–O bonds are still intact for these unstable configurations but
highly strained to ≥ 1.7 Å. For 𝑞 = +1, the oxygen remains attached to
both silicon atoms. The mean and the standard deviation of the Si–O
bond lengths of the unpuckered H-𝐸′ are shown in Table 1 for all three
charge states.

Negative charge state:. Several different configurations were found for
the H-𝐸′ center in the negative charge state with four of them shown
in Fig. 8(c–f). The most stable configuration consists of an intact Si–
O bond with the H getting attached to a nearby Si atom making it
fivefold coordinated (f) [67,68]. This configuration is on average 1.5 eV
lower in total energy compared to configurations where the Si–O is
broken similar to the neutral and positive charge state (c–d) or the
oxygen vacancy like configuration (e). Occasionally, these states can
also have puckered configurations, which are generally even higher in
energy as shown in Section 3.3.1 and will therefore be omitted. Energy
barriers for transitions to the stable configuration were calculated with
5

Fig. 8. Hydroxyl-𝐸′ center in different charge states with its highest occupied molecu-
lar orbital (HOMO) (blue) or lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) (red) at an
isovalue of 0.05 e/Å3. Charge states: neutral (a), positive (b), negative metastable (c–e)
and the minimum energy configuration of the negatively charged hydroxyl-𝐸′ center
(f).

Fig. 9. Transition barriers from metastable negatively charged H-𝐸′ configuration to
the H-𝐸′ −

min configuration (equivalent to the 3′ → 3 transition in the state diagram in
Fig. 1). Energies of the metastable H-𝐸′ configurations are set to arbitrary 0 eV and
correspond to the configurations shown in Fig. 8 as denoted in the legend while the
marker denotes the Si position where the H moved to.

CI-NEB and are presented in Fig. 9. Depending on the configuration, the
defect relaxes into the minimum energy configuration with almost no
barrier (<0.05 eV) with the H moving to the Si opposite the hydroxyl
group while the barrier for an attachment of H to the adjacent Si is
rather large (>1.8 eV) for the calculated site. After trapping an electron
(similar to 1 → 3′ in Fig. 1), the defect is expected to briefly stay in one
of these configurations before the O is bound to the Si atoms again and
H gets attached to one of the Si (3′ → 3). Due to the small transition
barriers and comparably high total energies, we consider configurations
(c-e) to be local minima of the PEC and thus metastable. The minimum
configuration will be referred to as H-𝐸′ −

min in the following. Upon
the release of an electron, the hydrogen was often found to become
interstitial and consecutively creates a defect, potentially at a different
position in the oxide (3 → 0 vs. 3 → 1).

3.2. Formation energy

The formation energy 𝐸𝑞
Form of a defect in charge state 𝑞 is given by

𝐸𝑞
Form = 𝐸𝑞

tot − 𝐸bulk
tot −

∑

𝑖
𝜇𝑖𝑛𝑖 + 𝑞𝐸F + 𝐸corr (1)

where 𝐸𝑞
tot is the total energy of the system with the defect in charge

state 𝑞, 𝐸bulk is the total energy of the defect-free neutral bulk, 𝜇 𝑛
tot 𝑖 𝑖
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stands for the chemical energy needed to add or remove atoms of kind
𝑖 to the bulk to create the defect. The Fermi level 𝐸F is calculated
relative to the valence band maximum of the oxide 𝐸F = 𝐸VBM + 𝜖F,
where 𝐸VBM can be approximated by the highest occupied Kohn–Sham
orbital of the defect free-bulk system [69]. The correction term 𝐸corr is
needed for DFT calculations of charged systems with periodic boundary
conditions to remove spurious interactions with image charges. The
correction term was calculated with

𝐸corr =
𝑞2𝛼M
2𝜖𝐿

(2)

which corresponds to the Madelung term in the image charge correc-
tion scheme of Makov and Payne [70], Here, 𝛼M is lattice-dependent
Madelung constant, 𝜖 is the static dielectric constant and 𝐿 = 𝑉 −1∕3

SC is
the supercell dimension of volume 𝑉SC. 𝐸corr was calculated to ≈0.35 eV
for every charged defect. This simple correction was compared to
a numerical energy correction scheme [71], where the electrostatic
potential calculated with DFT is compared to an ideal point charge in
the system. Subsequently, both potentials are aligned which yields the
correction value. The 𝐸corr of this scheme for 5 random defects differed
by less than ±0.03 eV compared to the one of Makov and Payne. We
therefore justify setting 𝐸corr = 0.35 eV for every charged defect.

The formation energies 𝐸Form of the neutral defects are shown in
Fig. 10. For all defect types, the extracted parameters of the distribu-
tions are given in the plot. Formation energies for oxygen vacancies are
given with respect to the pristine bulk system. This reference makes
the total values arbitrary as in reality OVs are mostly introduced in
SiO2 during oxidization, but occasionally can also be created in the
vicinity of already existing OVs during an applied bias [72]. Further-
more, we approximate the chemical potentials used in Eq. (2) with the
total energies obtained with our DFT setup, half the energy of an H2
molecule for 𝜇H and half the energy of an O2 molecule for 𝜇O. As can be
seen in Fig. 10 (top), puckered OV configurations have a significantly
higher formation energy than the unpuckered configurations. The ac-
cumulated formation energies of the OV defects can both be described
by a normal distribution, the fitting parameters are shown in the figure.

For the hydrogen bridge defects, the formation energies are given
with respect to their precursor configuration (unpuckered and puckered
OVs respectively) in Fig. 10(b), which is assumed to be the oxygen
vacancy at the respective defect site. Furthermore, in Fig. 10(c), 𝐸Form
of HB defects is also given with respect to the perfect bulk system to
compare the formation energies of the two hydrogen related defect
types. Since in the case of the unpuckered HB the distribution of the
formation energies is asymmetrically shifted to higher values, as can
be seen in Fig. 10(b), a Weibull distribution was chosen here for the
most suitable fit which is given by Eq. (A.1) shown in the Appendix.
Puckered HB configurations tendentiously posses a lower 𝐸Form. For the
majority of the HB defects (61.5%), the formation energy is negative
when referencing to an already existing OV, indicating that the HB is
actually the preferred defect configuration in this case. Nevertheless,
due to the extremely high formation energy of the HB in a perfect
bulk system, the creation of hydrogen bridges is limited by the already
low concentration of oxygen vacancies (1014−1018 cm−3) in a-SiO2 thin
films [6,73,74].

The formation energies of the last investigated defect, the H-𝐸′,
are again given with respect to the bulk system. Compared to the
two other defect types, 𝐸Form gives feasible concentrations for H-𝐸′

defects only limited by the number of hydrogen atoms in the oxide
(1020−1022 cm−3) [75,76]. Defects with formation energies >4.5 eV were
all identified as [SiO4/H]0 defects. These configurations are metastable
with a similar energy compared to H being interstitial and with only a
small barrier to relax to a H-𝐸′ as it was shown in [22]. Because they
are unlikely to form naturally compared to the H-𝐸′ centers, they are
excluded from the normal distribution fit and will not be analyzed in
the further discussions.
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Fig. 10. Distributions of formation energies for unpuckered and puckered defects of
type OV, HB and H-𝐸′. 𝐸Form of HB defects were calculated with the corresponding
OV and the pristine bulk system as reference. Normal and Weibull distribution (HB
unpuckered with OV reference) fits were made to distinguish peaks of the formation
energies of each defect type.

3.3. Transitions without charge transfer

In this section, the metastable defect configurations, which corre-
spond to the states denoted with a prime in Fig. 1 and the local minima
in Fig. 2, are analyzed in terms of their relative energy and activation
barriers with respect to the stable configuration.

3.3.1. Metastable configurations
The three investigated defect types can also all exist in puckered

configurations in all charge states as described in Section 3 and shown
for a HB in Fig. 1. Some of the puckered defects formed spontaneously
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Fig. 11. Total energy differences between unpuckered and puckered configurations of
oxygen vacancies (left), hydrogen bridges (middle) and hydroxyl-𝐸′ centers (right) in
the neutral (top), negative (middle) and positive (bottom) charge state.

during relaxation, while the remaining initial puckered configurations
were intentionally perturbed by moving the central Si atom through
its plane of the backbonded O atoms in order to deliberately create
such a state. The energy differences between puckered and unpuck-
ered configurations in the respective neutral, negative and positive
charge states are shown in Fig. 11. Normal distributions were fitted
to the energy differences with the parameters given in the plot. The
unpuckered OV is clearly the preferred configuration with substantially
lower energies. For the hydrogen related defects, HB and H-𝐸′, both the
puckered and the unpuckered can be the configuration lower in energy,
depending on the respective atomic surroundings of a certain defect.
The transition barriers between these two configurations are discussed
in the following.

3.3.2. Transition barriers
Transition barriers between puckered and unpuckered configura-

tions for all three defect types in the negative charge state were
calculated using the CI-NEB method. Barriers for positively charged
and neutral defects have been already reported in [12]. Due to the
enormous amount of core hours needed for such calculations (> 104 h),
only a small number (< 10) of barriers for each transition could be
carried out. The results are shown in Fig. 12. For OV and HB defects,
these barriers correspond to the 3 ↔ 3′ transition. For the H-𝐸′,
these calculations are a bit artificial as the unpuckered configurations
(Fig. 8(c-e)) are already highly unstable and rapidly relax into the H-
𝐸′ −

min configuration as shown in Section 3.1.3. In Fig. 12 (left), three
different energy profiles are plotted as a function of the configuration
coordinate (left) to show the variety of the possible transitions. The
7

Fig. 12. Typical energy profiles for the charge conserving transitions between stable
and metastable negatively charged states of the three defect types as a function of the
configuration coordinate (left). The energy barriers for the transition from stable to
metastable states are shown on the right side.

energy barriers for the transition from the stable to the metastable state
are shown in Fig. 12 (right). Barriers vary from 1.5 to 2.5 eV (OV),
0.8 to 2.7 eV (HB) and 0.95 to 2.9 eV (H-𝐸′). The broad range of
activation energies for these thermal transitions can be directly linked
to the different timescales of defects staying electrically inactive (ps to
years [14]).

3.4. Charge transition level

The charge transition level (CTL) corresponds to the Fermi level
𝐸F at which the formation energies (Eq. (2)) of a defect in two dif-
ferent charge states are equal. In other words, the thermodynamically
preferred charge state of the defect depends on the relative position
of its trap level to the Fermi level. When a defect traps a charge, the
localization of the electron in the oxide disturbs the electrostatics of
the device, which alters important device properties like the threshold
voltage [11,20]. The CTL is the only defect parameter which is directly
accessible through electrical experiments. By applying a gate bias to
a MOS device, the position of the trap level can be shifted due to
band bending near the interface and the occurring electric field in the
oxide. When the Fermi level matches the CTL, both involved charge
states are equally stable resulting in equal occupancy and maximum
power of the RTN signal [77]. In principle, the CTL of a defect is an
inherent property of the host material, e.g. the oxide of a MOSFET,
independent of the electronic bands of a potential substrate. With
that being said, the morphology of the interface to the substrate can
influence the CTL indirectly via strain or changes in the stoichiometry.
Furthermore, the interfacial environment could give rise to entirely new
defects not present in the bulk oxide. However, an in-depth treatment
of these effects is beyond the scope of the present work and should be
investigated separately in the future.

CTLs were calculated for all possible transitions depicted in Fig. 2.
Following the commonly employed band edge approximation [19],
interaction of defects is limited to the band edges of the Si substrate,
as illustrated with arrows in the shown state diagrams. Note that the
uncertainties of band alignments and energy values obtained from DFT
calculations as discussed in Section 2.4 have to be considered when
analyzing CTLs in the context of a band diagram. Only defects where
the electron is fully localized at the defect site for both charge states
are considered for the calculations. Not all defects converged into
both stable puckered and unpuckered configurations in every charge
state, limiting the possible charge transitions, e.g. the hole trapping
mechanism from a 4-state defect 1 ↔ 1′ ↔ 2 ↔ 2′ ↔ 1 to a 3-state
1′ ↔ 1 ↔ 2′ or a 2-state 1 ↔ 2′ defect . This is for instance the case
when the Si of a positively charged H-𝐸′ defect has no fourth O in its
atomic environment to backbond to, meaning that no stable puckered
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Fig. 13. State diagram of an oxygen vacancies with their distributions of charge transition levels shown in the context of a Si/SiO2 (black) and a SiC/SiO2 (gray) band diagram.
CTLs are fitted with either a normal or a Weibull distribution with the extracted parameters given in Table 2.
Table 2
Fitting parameters for charge transition levels of oxygen vacancies, hydrogen bridges
and hydroxyl-𝐸′ centers (normal and Weibull-distributions) relative to 𝐸V(SiO2). The
band offsets of Si/SiO2 and SiC/SiO2 systems and their tolerances are discussed in
Section 2.4.

Normal distribution

Defect Transition 𝜇 [eV] 𝜎 [eV]

OV 1 ↔ 3′ 7.38 0.67
1′ ↔ 3 5.89 0.46

HB
1 ↔ 2′ 4.35 0.50
1 ↔ 3′ 5.72 0.45
1′ ↔ 3 5.94 0.66

H-𝐸′

1 ↔ 2′ 5.08 0.52
1′ ↔ 2 4.94 0.50
1 ↔ 3′ 5.70 0.29
1 ↔ 3 4.24 0.42

Weibull distribution

Defect Transition Loc c [eV] Shape b [eV] Scale a

OV 1 ↔ 2′ 1.10 1.26 0.63
1′ ↔ 2 3.61 0.87 1.05

HB 1′ ↔ 2 3.60 1.10 1.05

configuration (2) exists at this defect site. The actual number of n-state
defects cannot be sufficiently determined via our path, as it is quite
difficult to verify if a certain configuration really does not exist or if the
defect system only relaxed to a different local minimum during the DFT
geometry optimizations due to an insufficient starting point. Hence,
we show all possible CTLs in a normalized histogram for all calculated
transitions in the following, regardless the number of stable states of a
certain defect. The correlations of trap levels of 4-state defects will be
further analyzed in Section 3.6. The CTL data is plotted in the context
of a Si/SiO2 and a Si/SiC band diagram (see Section 2.4) with the
corresponding atomic configurations for a respective charge transition
shown on the left side for each defect type.

3.4.1. Oxygen vacancy
The CTLs of oxygen vacancies for both charge transitions and all

three defect configurations are shown in Fig. 13. Although OVs are
generally introduced in the system during oxidization, a precursor
configuration (0) is shown in the figure, as it has been suggested that
an OV can also be generated near an already existing OV or near a
wide O–Si–O angle when two electrons are trapped at these sites [72].
The majority of the 1 ↔ 2′ transitions lie far below the Si valence
band maximum while the 1′ ↔ 2 have substantially higher CTLs. OVs
can therefore capture a hole mostly via the 1′ ↔ 2 transition, which
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requires the positively charged OV to be in the puckered configuration
corresponding to the 𝐸′

𝛾 center [39]. When the defect relaxes to the
2′ state, the subsequent CTL 1 ↔ 2′ lies energetically too low to
exchange charge carriers with the VBM of Si. This process could explain
disappearing defects or anomalous random telegraph noise (RTN) as
reported in [78]. Furthermore, the low CTLs of OVs could give an
explanation for BTI also reported in Si/SiC devices [20]. The 1 ↔ 2′
and 1′ ↔ 2 transitions of the OV are asymmetrically distributed due to
the two configurations of the positively charged OV (see Section 3.1.1)
and were therefore fitted with a Weibull distribution (Eq. (A.1)) with
the fitting parameters given in Table 2. This asymmetry is due to
sporadically occurring OV configurations in the positive charge state
that relatively lower the total energy of the defect system, namely
puckered OVs with a backbonded Si atom as already discussed in
Section 3.1.1. Hence, we confirm, that in a MOSFET during normal
operation, it is unlikely for an OV to exchange charge carriers with the
Si substrate in ultra-scaled devices [12,17,18,67]. Still, the +/0 CTLs
of OVs are in a reasonable energy range to trap holes from the VBM
of a SiC substrate. For the −/0 transitions on the other hand, a portion
of the 1′ ↔ 3 and the 1 ↔ 3′ CTLs are in the vicinity of the Si and
SiC CBM and thus OVs have to be considered as a possible cause for
electron capture events during operation. The total effect of OV on
BTI is limited by the low number of oxygen vacancies in a-SiO2 as
discussed in Section 3.2. It should be noted that the OV is also stable in
charge state (2+), which might be of interest for future investigations
concerning the hole trapping behavior in SiO2/SiC systems.

3.4.2. Hydrogen bridge
For the two defect types involving H the situation is completely

different. The charge transition levels are shown in Fig. 14 with their
corresponding atomic configurations on the left side. The asymmetric
distribution of the 2 ↔ 1′ CTLs can be explained by backbonded
puckered HB defects in the positive charge state occurring at certain
sites in the structure (see Section 3.1.2). Similar to the OV defects, these
backbonded HBs are lower in energy compared to defects where no
fourth O for backbonding is nearby in the structure. Fitting parameters
for normal and Weibull distributions for all transitions are again given
in Table 2. In contrast to the OV, the majority of the HB defects possess
trap levels close to the band edges of the Si substrate, which would
make them promising defect candidates to explain reliability degrading
phenomena induced by electron as well as hole trapping. Nevertheless,
as discussed in Section 3.2, the concentration of HBs is strongly limited
by the number of OVs in the oxide. The high formation energies of
HBs in a vacancy free bulk system limit their concentration and thus
the influence of this defect type on reliability phenomena is likely
negligible.
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Fig. 14. State diagram of a hydrogen bridge in three charge states with the calculated charge transition level distributions shown in the context of a Si/SiO2 and a SiO2/SiC band
diagram. CTLs are fitted with either a normal or a Weibull distribution with the extracted parameters given in Table 2.
Fig. 15. State diagram of a hydroxyl-𝐸′ center with the calculated charge transition level distribution shown in the context of a Si/SiO2 and a SiO2/SiC band diagram. CTLs are
all fitted with a normal distribution with the extracted parameters given in Table 2.
3.4.3. Hydroxyl-𝐸′

The state diagram of H-𝐸′ defects with their according CTLs are
shown in Fig. 15. For the CTLs of the H-𝐸′ defect, both +/0 trap
levels of H-𝐸′ are distributed across the VBM of Si which makes them
reasonable defect candidates for trapping holes from the substrate.
CTLs for all transitions were fitted with a normal distribution with
the fitting parameters given in Table 2. The 1 ↔ 3′ CTLs near the
conduction band edge correspond to the negatively charged metastable
H-𝐸′ configurations shown in Fig. 8. Additionally, the 1 ↔ 3 CTLs
near the VBM of silicon correspond to defects with the H-𝐸′ −

min con-
figuration in the negative charge state. As all other negatively charged
H-𝐸′ configurations, puckered or unpuckered, rapidly relax into this
minimum configuration as shown in Fig. 9, we argue that mainly CTLs
corresponding to the negatively charged minimum configuration are
detectable in real oxides. Note that the neutral level in this transition
can also correspond to the 1′ state, depending on the atomic environ-
ment. Compared to the hole trapping mechanism, the 3 → 1 CTLs
of the H-𝐸′ are energetically farther away from the respective charge
reservoir, which reduces the total amount of charge trapping defects
in the oxide, thus providing a sensible explanation for the suppressed
electron trapping behavior observed in Si/SiO MOS devices.
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3.5. Charge transition barriers

In this section, the PECs of H-𝐸′ defects in the harmonic approx-
imation are constructed by fitting a parabola to the equilibrium and
relaxation energies of the defects in different charge states. The energy
barriers for all single charge capture and emission processes shown as
stars in Fig. 2 are subsequently extracted from the crossing points of
the PECs. We show that the −/0 (+/0) transition is energetically always
favorable compared to the −/+ (+/−) transition.

3.5.1. Relaxation energy
Relaxation energies give information about the shape of potential

energy surfaces in different defect charge states, in particular the
curvature near the energy minimum, as shown in Fig. 2. Within the
frequently employed harmonic approximation, the crossing point and
hence the classical barrier between two differently charged PEC of a
defect is completely determined by the relaxation energies and the
trap level. Therefore, 𝐸Relax heavily influences the resulting capture
and emission time constants of the defect [14]. When the charge state
changes from 0 to −1 (+1), the relaxation energy will be denoted in the
following as 𝐸0∕−

Relax (𝐸0∕+
Relax) and vice versa 𝐸−∕0

Relax (𝐸+∕0
Relax). To calculate

the relaxation energies for each possible charge transition, single point
calculations were carried out on relaxed defects in opposite charge
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Table 3
Normal distribution fitting parameters for relaxation energies of oxygen vacancies,
hydrogen bridges and hydroxyl-𝐸′ centers. 𝐸Relax of OVs including a positive charge
state follow a bimodal distribution.

Relaxation energies

Defect type Transition Mean [eV] Std. Dev. [eV]

OV

0/− 1.18 0.34
0/+ 1.5/2.53 0.17/0.36
−/0 1.78 0.25
+/0 2.25/3.5 0.18/0.42

HB

0/− 1.72 0.42
0/+ 2.20 0.17/0.29
−/0 1.76 0.41
+/0 2.21 0.36

H-𝐸′

0/− 1.97 0.28
0/+ 2.98 0.32
−/0 1.59 0.1
+/0 2.4 0.45
+/− 13.14 0.21
−/+ 7.87 0.9

states. The relaxation energy for the transition 0/− for example can
then be simply calculated as the energy difference to the relaxed defect
in the same charge state

𝐸0∕−
Relax = 𝑉 −(𝑄1) − 𝑉 −(𝑄3) (3)

where 𝑄1 and 𝑄3 are the equilibrium positions of the defect con-
figuration in charge state 0 and −, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2
(right). Thus, 𝐸Relax can also be interpreted as the amount of energy
being transferred from the defect to the thermal bath after a radiative
charge transfer. In the nonradiative case, the relaxation energies are
a measure for the classical barrier of the charge transfer. Relaxation
energies for each defect type are presented in Table 3. A small number
of single point calculations did not meet the convergence criteria for
some charged defects, as these calculations are performed on unrelaxed
structures. Most of the relaxation energies for all defect types and
possible charge transitions are distributed between 1 and 4 eV. The
relaxation energies for charge transitions from or to the negative charge
state tend to be lower in energy for most of the defects, with the
majority (≈ 75%) below 2 eV (100% for 𝐸0∕−

Relax of the OV) . For the
+/0 and 0/+ transition of the OV and HB two peaks are visible. This is
due to the two different OV configurations in the positive charge state
as described in Section 3.1. Relaxation energies between negatively and
positively charged defect states are significantly higher compared to the
neutral/charged transitions which has a crucial impact on the charge
transition barriers as will be shown in the following.

3.5.2. Potential energy curves
Parabolas were fitted to minimum and relaxation energies of H-𝐸′

defects to extract the transition barriers from the crossing point of two
PEC. An example for the fitted PECs of an H-𝐸′ defect is shown in
Fig. 16, where the parabolas are shifted as a function of the Fermi level
according to Eq. (2) depending on the charge state. PECs are fitted for
Fermi levels at the +/0 and −/0 CTLs (left and right) and for a Fermi
level inside the band gap of Si (middle).

3.5.3. Charge transition barriers
The energy barriers extracted from the fitted PECs for 78 different

H-𝐸′ defects are shown in Fig. 17 for Fermi levels at the VBM, inside
the band gap and at the CBM of the Si substrate. For the −/0, 0/+
and −/+ transitions, the energy barriers become higher with increasing
Fermi level while the opposite is true for 0/−, +/0 and +/− transitions.
This behavior can directly be linked to the parabola and shift of the
crossing point as seen in Fig. 16. We furthermore analyze which charge
transition process is energetically favored by comparing the height of
the transition barriers of two (𝑞∕0) and three (−𝑞∕𝑞) particle processes
10
Fig. 16. Potential energy curves of a single H-𝐸′ defect in different charge states in the
harmonic approximation obtained from parabolic fits to the equilibrium (full circles)
and relaxation energies (empty circles for 0/𝑞 and squares for −𝑞∕𝑞 transitions). PEC
are shown from left to right as a function of the Fermi level (left at CTL for +/0, right
at CTL for −/0 transition). The full lines denote fits with 𝐸0∕𝑞

Relax while dotted lines are
fitted to 𝐸−𝑞∕𝑞

Relax. Transition barriers can be extracted from the crossing points of the
barriers.

Fig. 17. Energy barriers for charge transitions at H-𝐸′ defect sites extracted from
potential energy curves in the harmonic approximation for different Fermi levels
according to Fig. 16.

by showing the energy difference between −𝑞∕𝑞 and 𝑞∕0 barriers in
Fig. 18. For all 78 defects, the barrier for a 0/𝑞 charge transition is
lower than for a transition involving two charge carriers for all investi-
gated Fermi levels which makes them energetically far more favorable.
Furthermore, processes involving three particles have a much smaller
effective cross section, as the probability of three particles to collide
becomes vanishingly low. Hence, we conclude that the transitions 3 →

2′ and 2 ↔ 3′ are unlikely, though not completely impossible, to occur
compared to processes where only one electron or holes is exchanged.

3.6. Defect correlations

In this section, correlations of certain defect properties are analyzed.
We show how different charge transition levels (e.g. 1′ ↔ 2 and 1 ↔ 2′)
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Fig. 18. Energy differences of transitions barriers between −/+ (+/−) and −/0 (+/0)
charge transitions of 78 H-𝐸′ defects. Barriers for transitions involving two charge
carriers are always higher.

Fig. 19. 1′ ↔ 2 and 1 ↔ 2′ CTLs of single defects for capturing holes (left) and electrons
(right) of OVs, HBs and H-𝐸′ centers plotted against each other. The relevant band
edges Si and SiC substrates for the charge transfer are shown as colored lines.

of the same defect relate to each other. Furthermore, the dependence of
CTLs on formation energies and the atomic environment of the defects
is shown.

3.6.1. Transition levels
The correlation of different charge transition levels is depicted in

Fig. 19. Each data point corresponds to one single defect, the relevant
band edges of the Si bulk for charge exchange are drawn as red
(VBM) and blue (CBM) lines, respectively. Only defects where all four
configurations of Fig. 1 converged for each charge trapping mechanism
are used for this analysis. The hole trapping levels are shown on the
left side. For the OV, defects with the 1′ ↔ 2 CTL near the VBM of
the substrate have very deep 1 ↔ 2′ levels. These deep levels can
explain defects staying electrically inactive over a long time (months)
after being charged according to the 1′ ↔ 2 transition. This effect can
also be observed for the HB and H-𝐸′ defects but is weakened for this
process due to the vicinity of the CTLs to the band edges and the more
linear correlation of the transition levels. The relationship between the
different electron capture levels is shown in Fig. 19 (right). For all three
defect types, the 1 ↔ 3′ levels have no clear dependency on the 1′ ↔ 3
levels, but the CTLs of a single defect can also differ by more than 2 eV.

3.6.2. CTL and structural properties
In Figs. 13–15, the calculated CTLs are shown regardless of the

probability that a certain defect will actually form. To analyze the
plausibility of the occurrence of a certain CTL, a correlation plot of the
formation energies and the 1 ↔ 2′ and 1 ↔ 3′ CTLs of the unpuckered
defects was made in Fig. 20. The color gradient illustrates a charac-
teristic geometrical quantity of the neutral precursor configuration for
11
Fig. 20. Charge transition levels of unpuckered SiO2 defects as a function of their
formation energy. The color gradient represents specific geometrical distances of the
precursor configuration of each defect.

each defect type: For OVs the distance of two silicon atoms before the
oxygen atom between them was removed (Fig. 20 top), for the HB the
distance between two silicon atoms of an OV before the hydrogen was
captured (Fig. 20 middle) and for the H-𝐸′ the length of the two Si–
O bonds before the bond was broken by a hydrogen getting attached
to the O (Fig. 20 bottom). Oxygen vacancies which have their CTL
closer to the band edges of the silicon substrate have comparably higher
formation energies making their occurrence even less likely. Hydrogen
bridges preferably form at prolonged Si–Si distances of an OV, as is
indicated by the color gradient at lower formation energies in Fig. 20
(middle). The CTLs for the +/0 transition with the lowest formation
energies are below the silicon VBM, while the CTLs in the middle of
the band gap are less likely to form. HB 0/− transitions show a similar
characteristic, where defects with the lowest 𝐸Form have CTLs close to
the CBM of the substrate while for higher formation energies the CTLs
tend to be located within the Si band gap. We confirm that H-𝐸′ defects
form preferably at strained Si–O bonds [21]. These are also the defects
which have the highest chance to capture a hole from the Si substrate,
as it is shown in Fig. 20 (bottom). The H-𝐸′ −/0 transitions show only
weak dependency on the formation energy for both 1 ↔ 3′ and 1 ↔ 3
(denoted as configurations involving the H-𝐸′ −

min configuration) and
their CTLs are mostly independent of the corresponding 𝐸Form and the
Si–O bond lengths.

4. Discussion

We have investigated three major defect types in amorphous SiO2,
namely the oxygen vacancy (OV), the hydrogen bridge (HB) and the
hydroxyl-𝐸′ center (H-𝐸′) and provided a large data set of their defect
properties. By calculating the formation energies 𝐸Form, the charge
transition levels (CTLs), the relaxation energies 𝐸Relax and the meta-
stability of the defects, a multi-state defect model was developed to
describe both electron and hole capture in a unified manner. Particular
focus was put on the credibility of the utilized a-SiO2 structures which
were created using a melt and quench procedure and are in excellent
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agreement with experimental perceptions. To account for the amor-
phous nature of SiO2, we calculated a large ensemble of structural and
electronic parameters of the aforementioned defects in different charge
states on a statistical level.

Analogous to the already well investigated neutral and positively
charged defects, we find negatively charged stable and metastable
configurations where the additional electron localizes at the defect
site. The negatively charged defect configuration were a H attaches
to a Si making it fivefold coordinated was named H-𝐸′ −

min, as all
other discovered negatively charged H-𝐸′ proved to be metastable with
almost vanishing energy barriers to relax to H-𝐸′ −

min. Furthermore,
energy barriers between puckered and unpuckered configurations in
the negative and neutral charge state of all defect types were calculated
with the climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB) and
range from 0.8 to 3 eV. The metastable states and their according
transitions to the stable configuration in the same charge state can
explain the enormous range of time scales of point defects staying
electrically inactive.

We show for all three defect types that both 𝐸Form and CTLs for
electron and hole capture are well represented by either a normal or a
Weibull distribution. We confirm that the majority of the CTLs of OVs
for hole capture processes are energetically too low with respect to the
VBM of a Si substrate to interact with its charge carriers. Puckered OVs
have CTLs distributed around 1 eV below the Si VBM. When a puckered
OV traps a hole (1′ ↔ 2) and relaxes to an unpuckered configuration
(2 ↔ 2′), the according 2′ ↔ 1 CTL is energetically too low to exchange
charge carriers with the VBM. This procedure may explain vanishing
defects in irradiated oxides, where toggling signals caused by 𝐸′ centers
can be detected before the signals disappear as reported in [79].

Furthermore, we show that OVs have CTLs for hole trapping near
the VBM of SiC substrates and could therefore be a cause for BTI
observed in SiC/SiO2 devices. Also, for the −/0 transition, OV defects
can occasionally have CTLs which are close to the Si conduction
band minimum (1 ↔ 3′) or inside the band gap of the Si substrate
(1′ ↔ 3), which would make them suitable defect candidates to
capture electrons. Nevertheless, as a consequence of the small number
of OVs in SiO2, which is essentially determined by the highest oxidation
temperature [80,81] due to its high formation energy in the SiO2
bulk (5.6 ± 0.5 eV), the total influence of OVs on charge trapping
processes is reduced compared to H related defects. Furthermore, OVs
with −/0 CTLs near the CBM of the substrate tend to have comparably
low concentrations and can thus be neglected for electron capture
processes. We thus conclude that OVs only play a minor role concerning
the electron capture in ultra-scaled devices.

HBs have CTLs in the vicinity of the respective band edges of
Si for both electron and hole trapping. Nevertheless, they are only
likely to form at preexisting OVs as shown by our formation energy
analysis (distributed around 2 eV at preexisting OV compared to 7 eV in
SiO2 bulk) which heavily limits their concentration. According to our
calculations, H-𝐸′ is the most relevant defect candidate for trapping
charges, as its formation energy in the bulk system is in a reasonable
energy range (𝐸Form = 2.4 ± 0.5 eV) with CTLs near the band edges
of the Si substrate, effective for both electron and hole capture. Our
analysis of the negative charge state shows that by considering only the
stable H-𝐸′ −

min configurations, the H-𝐸′ defects have CTLs for trapping
electrons distributed around 1.5 ± 0.4 eV below the CBM of the Si
substrate. Thus, for this defect type, the interaction with electrons from
the conduction band edge of Si is suppressed compared to holes from
the valence band edge, with both of the +/0 CTLs distributed only
around 0.5 ± 0.5 eV above the VBM of the substrate. We therefore
claim that the H-𝐸′ is a valid defect candidate for causing NBTI, as,
furthermore, H-𝐸′ defects with CTLs below the VBM of Si also have the
lowest formation energies and therefore exist in higher concentrations
as well. The comparison between hole and electron capture CTLs gives
a good explanation for the suppressed PBTI effect when compared to
12

NBTI observed in MOS devices. By correlating different CTLs of single
defects in our multi-state model, we see that two trap levels of the same
defect can differ by more than 2 eV, which can directly be linked to
different charge capture time constants of single defects observed for
example in anomalous random telegraph noise.

The charged energy levels of a defect can be shifted by an applied
bias in a MOS structure, altering the Fermi level dependent formation
energy and the transition barriers between differently charged con-
figurations. To investigate all occurring charge transitions, relaxation
energies were calculated and used as fitting points for potential energy
curves (PEC) in the harmonic approximation. By extracting the energy
barriers from the crossing points of two differently charged PECs, we
show that energy barriers for single charge transfers vary between 0.1
and 2.5 eV depending on the Fermi level. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that a transition from charge state − (+) to 0 compared to the direct
transition − (+) to + (−) is not only much more likely in terms of
the vanishing cross section of 3-particle processes but is also always
energetically favored. We thus conclude that a stable positively charged
defect (state 2) is highly unlikely to directly transform into the negative
charge state (2 → 3′). Instead, the defect preferably either transitions to
a meta-stable puckered configuration without charge transfer (2 → 2′)
or emits a hole to become neutral (2 → 1′) again. Subsequently, the
defect can either once more capture a hole (1′ → 2), undergo a charge
conserving transition between puckered and unpuckered (1′ → 1) or,
for the relevant H-𝐸′, finally trap an electron to transform into one of
the negatively charged highly unstable configurations (1 → 3′), which
quickly relax into H-𝐸′ −

min (3′ → 3). By emitting the extra electron, the
H either diffuses away from the defect site (3 → 0), potentially creating
a new defect at a different position in the oxide, or the defect either
becomes neutral again (3 → 1), able to capture either an electron or a
ole from the substrate again.

. Conclusions

This work offers a generalized nonradiative multi-phonon defect
odel for the defect types oxygen vacancy, hydrogen bridge and
ydroxyl-𝐸′ center based on large scale and consistent DFT calculations
f atomic defects in amorphous SiO2. Our final model combines both

electron and hole capture processes in a unified manner by containing
six different defect states, a stable and a metastable configuration in
each charge state 0, + and −. The energy barriers for all occurring
transitions in this model are analyzed by respectively employing a
nudged elastic band method and by calculating relaxation energies of
all defects and subsequently employing the harmonic approximation to
the potential energy surfaces, revealing that a transition from charge
state − (+) to 0 is energetically always favored compared to the direct
transition − (+) to + (−). Based on our formation energy analysis,
the calculated charge transition levels and experimentally determined
oxygen vacancy concentrations, we show that the hydroxyl-𝐸′ center
(H-𝐸′) is the most relevant defect type in a-SiO2 for causing device
degrading phenomena in Si/SiO2 MOSFETs. We furthermore show that
OVs have +/0 CTLs near the valence band maximum of SiC, suitable for
hole trapping. The varying CTLs of single defects give an explanation
for vanishing defects and differing time constants of anomalous random
telegraph noise observed in time dependent defect spectroscopy. In
the negative charge state, the H-𝐸′ center was linked via transition
barrier calculations to a stable configuration, were a Si gets fivefold
coordinated with four O and one H. This defect state called H-𝐸′ −

min
is on average 1.5 eV lower in energy compared to all other negatively
charged H-𝐸′ configurations with charge transition levels distributed
>1.6 eV below the conduction band edge of Si and SiC substrates
of MOS devices. As the +/0 charge transition levels are distributed
around the valence band maximum of Si, we conclude that capturing
holes from the substrate during operation is more pronounced in
Si/SiO2 MOSFETs than capturing electrons. This observation is in good
agreement with the reduced positive bias temperature instability (PBTI)
effect compared to its negative counterpart (NBTI) observed in Si/SiO2
MOS devices, as positive gate voltages shift the −/0 trapping level even

deeper below the band gap of the substrate.
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Appendix. Weibull distribution

The Weibull distribution parametrization used for this work is given
by

𝑓 (𝐸) = 𝑏
𝑎

(

±𝐸 − 𝑐
𝑎

)𝑏−1
e−

(

± 𝐸−𝑐
𝑎

)𝑏

(A.1)

with the scale parameter 𝑎, the shape parameter 𝑏 and the location
parameter 𝑐. The plus sign before the (𝐸 − 𝑐) term corresponds to the
Weibull minimum distribution employed for the CTLs of OVs while the
minus sign corresponds to the Weibull maximum distribution used for
the 𝐸 of HBs.
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